
Subjects
• 15 monolingual right-handed adults aged 18-35 

with normal hearing and middle ear function, as 
well as no history of neurological, language, or 
auditory processing disorders

Procedure
• Participants sat in a sound-treated booth wearing 

a 64-electrode cap and were informed before each 
story what story would be presented

• Participants were not told of upcoming errors so to 
ensure retained attention without alerting them to 
the errors, they were given a button and instructed 
to press every time they heard the target word

•Event-Related Potential (ERP) studies have been 
used to study linguistic processing for decades
•Linguistic processing is often studied through ERP 
responses to linguistic errors or infelicitous word use, 
especially in the areas of semantics and syntax
•In classical models, semantic errors elicit the N400 
effect (negative peak amplitude at about 400ms post 
stimulus onset), and syntactic errors elicit the P600 
effect (positive peak amplitude at about 600ms post 
stimulus onset
•Modern research suggests that the N400 effect and 
P600 effect are not so exclusively linked to semantic 
and syntactic errors respectively
•Previous studies have found greater context elicits 
greater ERP responses
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Purpose of the study
The goal of this study is to determine if semantic 
and syntactic errors elicit ERP measures with 
significant differences in the presence of 
background noise. We hypothesize that there will 
be a significant difference between the linguistic 
ERP amplitudes and latencies for semantic and 
syntactic errors, suggesting different neural 
systems at work for each linguistic violation 
processing
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Summary & Conclusion
• As N400 effects were elicited in both semantic and combined error 
conditions, and a P600 effect was not elicited in either syntactic or 
combined conditions, the classical model does not explain our data
•The classical linguistic violation processing model may be too simplified 
and rigid to accurately account for the actual processing of linguistic 
errors, while the modernized model lines up with our data more closely
•This calls for further investigation into developing a new standard of 
linguistic violation processing that can account for the unexpected results 
seen in various studies

Results
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• Cross-correlation analyses using Scan 4.5 Edit software were ran to 
establish the timeframe needed to correct for the lag time due to trigger 
positioning

• Shifting the grand averaged ERPs by 209-282ms, the combined condition 
correlates significantly with the semantic condition

• These two error conditions alone elicited a clear negative component
• While the syntactic error was significantly different from the other error 

conditions, no ERP effect was measured

Stimuli
• 6 short public domain fairy tales containing sentences with semantic, 

syntactic, and combined semantic and  syntactic  errors were presented in a 
randomized order

• Errors occurred in various positions within the sentences as familiar context 
extended throughout the entire story

• 48 errors of each type across each story for a total of 144 errors
• Triggers placed at start of erroneous words, or the first erroneous word in the 

combined error condition
• Each story had a commonly used word that was labeled the target word
• Stories were recorded and analyzed using Adobe Audition and RMS 

normalization, so each story had an RMS amplitude of 21 RMS on Audacity 
software

• Stories were presented via soundfield speaker at 0º azimuth and 
background noise was presented via soundfield speakers at ±90º azimuth at 
SNR +4
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Results

Figure 1: Grand averaged ERPs of all three conditions at electrode Cz.
• Grand averaged ERPS after being calculated for each error condition are 

shown here
• The combined error seems time-lagged compared  to the semantic error
• This time lag may be due to trigger placement in the combined condition
• Syntactic error alone elicited a relatively flat waveform

Figure 2. Time-shifted grand averaged ERPs at Cz.
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